Dominating set is a set of vertices of a graph such that all other vertices have a neighbour in the dominating set. We propose a new order-based randomised local search (RLS o ) algorithm to solve minimum dominating set problem in large graphs. Experimental evaluation is presented for multiple types of problem instances. These instances include unit disk graphs, which represent a model of wireless networks, random scale-free networks, as well as samples from two social networks and real-world graphs studied in network science. Our experiments indicate that RLS o performs better than both a classical approximation algorithm and two metaheuristic algorithms based on ant colony optimisation and local search. Additionally, the performance gap between our algorithm and alternative approaches seems to widen with growing instance size. The order-based algorithm is able to find small dominating sets for graphs with tens of thousands of vertices. Its application in graph mining is also briefly demonstrated.
Introduction
Dominating set of a graph is a set of its vertices such that each vertex is in the dominating set or has a neighbour in the dominating set. Dominating sets arXiv:1705.00318v1 [cs.SI] 30 Apr 2017
An Order-based Algorithm for Minimum Dominating Set vertices. On the left hand side, the vertex with maximum degree is taken as the central vertex and other vertices are visualised in a radial drawing, based on distance from the centre. On the right hand side, vertices are partitioned around vertices in the dominating set. Dominating set can be used as a set of hubs of the network to form fine-grained clusters, since all other vertices have a neighbour in the dominating set.
and their variants have applications in several diverse areas, including routing in wireless ad-hoc networks [11, 55] , multi-document summarisation [48] or modelling and studying of positive influence in social networks [12, 51] . The problem of finding the minimum dominating set (MDS) is widely known to be NP-hard.
Definition of MDS Let G = [V, E] be an undirected graph and let S ⊆ V. Then, we say that S is a dominating set if ∀v
Dominating set with the lowest cardinality is called minimum dominating set and its cardinality is called domination number and is denoted by γ. Figure 1 presents an illustration of the dominating set for a sample of a social graph from Google+ with 200 vertices. Both drawings in the figure represent the same data. On the left hand side, the vertex with maximum degree is placed in the middle and other vertices are arranged into levels, based on their distance from the central vertex. On the right hand side, a dominance drawing of the network is presented, in which the dominating set is used to visually organise the network [2] . Vertices of the dominating set are highlighted in red and other vertices are grouped into clusters, effectively using the fact that each of these vertices has a neighbour in the dominating set. There is a large body of literature on dominating sets, with its main focus on theoretical aspects and applications in wireless ad-hoc networks. NPhardness and approximation characteristics of the problem suggest that works aimed at design of efficient heuristics and their scalability are of a interest. This is relevant especially for the classical variant of MDS [20, 43] , which is of a high interest for large graphs due to its applications in social and information networks.
The current core of experimental literature seems to be focused mainly on benchmarking and applications of weighted dominating sets [5, 24, 30, 31, 44, 52] and connected dominating set problems [11, 23, 55] . Scalability of algorithms for the classical MDS problem and its real-world applications in social and information networks seem to be the areas to explore further. In this paper, we propose a new heuristic algorithm for the classical variant of MDS, which is highly scalable to large graphs and tends to perform better than a classical approximation algorithm, as well as algorithms based on constructive approaches and ant colony optimisation with local search.
Contributions Our order-based randomised local search (RLS o ) algorithm tackles MDS indirectly by using a representation based on permutations of vertices, which are transformed into dominating sets using a greedy algorithm. The permutation of vertices is then optimised by repeated using of specific randomised jump moves.
Experiments were carried out using a wide collection of both synthetic and real-world graphs. We compare RLS o to a classical approximation algorithm, as well as recently proposed ant colony optimisation algorithm hybridised with local search (ACO-LS) [43] and its extension with preprocessing (ACO-PP-LS) [44] . ACO-PP-LS was originally designed for the minimum weight dominating set problem.
We first present results of RLS o for unit disk graphs, since these graphs were used for evaluation in previous studies as models of wireless networks. Additionally, we provide results for scale-free networks generated by Barabási-Albert (BA) model. We generally obtain that RLS o performs better the approximation algorithm, ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS, while the gap in the obtained results is more pronounced for large graphs. This is largely due to the fact that RLS o avoids costly random walks on complete construction graphs and only traverses edges of the large sparse graph itself.
Last but not least, we provide results for an extensive collection of realworld graphs studied in network science, instances from DIMACS series, as well as samples of anonymised publicly available data from social networks Google+ and Pokec. These results also confirm that RLS o provides results of better quality than the approximation algorithm, ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS, while maintaining solid scalability for large graphs. In addition, the solutions found by RLS o tend to be close to lower bounds, which have been computed as solutions to the linear programming relaxation of MDS. Finally, an application of the algorithm in graph mining is briefly discussed.
The structure of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review the background of the problem and related work. In Section 3, we describe our local search algorithm RLS o . In Section 4, we present the experimental results and provide a short discussion. Finally, in Section 5, we summarise the contributions and identify open problems.
Background and Related Work
The problem of finding MDS remains NP-hard also for several very restricted graph classes. For example, NP-hardness of finding MDS for grids is known, the proof is attributed to Leighton [9] . For unit disk graphs, MDS problem is also NP-hard [34] . Additionally, Chlebík and Chlebíková have shown that for bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3 and general graphs with maximum degree 4, it is NP-hard to approximate MDS within ratios 1 + 1/190 and 1 + 1/99, respectively [7] .
Regarding the hardness of approximate MDS, approximation ratio O(log ∆), where ∆ is the maximum degree, can be achieved by a classical greedy algorithm. However, Feige showed that the logarithmic approximation is the best possible, unless the class NP contains some slightly superpolynomial algorithms [13] . Recently, it has also been shown that MDS is hard to approximate within a better than logarithmic ratio for certain graphs with power law degree distribution [16] .
Exact algorithms require exponential time to solve the problem. To the best of our knowledge, the currently best exact algorithm was proposed by Fomin et al, and finds MDS in O(1.5137 n ) time [15] .
Greedy algorithm for MDS It is known that the greedy approximation algorithm for vertex cover by Chvátal [8] can be used to find small dominating sets in polynomial time. This algorithm achieves approximation ratio H(∆), where ∆ is the maximum degree of a vertex and H(n) = ∑ n i=1 1/i is the n-th harmonic number. As we indicated above, H(∆) = O(log ∆).
The application of the greedy algorithm to find small dominating sets works as follows. For simplicity, we will say that a vertex v is non
In the algorithm, vertices are ordered based on a value w(v, S), which denotes the number of non-dominated vertices between the neighbours of the vertex and the vertex itself. In each iteration, vertex v with the largest w(v, S) in partial dominating set S is taken and put into S. The algorithm terminates when S is a dominating set.
The downside of the approximation algorithm is that even though it provides a very good approximation ratio in general, it can overestimate the dominating set size in practice. This holds even for relatively simple graphs such as paths. Therefore, experimental research on heuristics for the classical MDS problem in large graphs seems to be of a high interest, especially for its applications in large real-world networks.
Greedy and distributed [27] approximation algorithms still seem to be the most popular in the area of classical MDS. An experimental study of heuristics for MDS was conducted by Sanchis [46] . Performance of algorithms for MDS in real-world networks has been compared by Nehéz et al [35] . There has been a recent surge in heuristic algorithms for the minimum weight dominating set problem [5, 30, 31, 52] . These algorithms are usually applied to classical benchmarks consisting of graphs inspired by the applications in wireless networks, with up to around 1000 vertices and with strong results in terms of numerical performance. However, the focus on scalability in the current experimental research on MDS still seems to be somewhat limited. Hedar and Ismail [20] proposed a hybrid of a genetic algorithm and local search for MDS with a specific fitness function. Another hybrid genetic algorithm was proposed by Potluri and Singh [43] .
Hybrid heuristic algorithms for MDS
However, it seems that the algorithms based on the framework of ant colony optimisation perform specifically well in this problem. An ant colony algorithm for the minimum weight dominating set problem has been proposed by Jovanovic et al [24] . Another ant colony optimisation algorithm hybridised with local search (ACO-LS) was proposed by Potluri and Singh [43] . ACO-LS seems to be the basis for some of the best currently available heuristics for MDS. Therefore, we will now provide more details on how this algorithm works.
Ant colony optimisation with local search (ACO-LS) for MDS ACO-LS op-
erates on a construction graph, which is a complete graph with vertices corresponding to vertices of our original graph. Vertices of the construction graph are weighted with pheromone, which represents how likely the vertex is to be in the dominating set. ACO-LS first places an initial amount of pheromone τ uniformly on each vertex. In each iteration, A dominating sets are constructed so that probability of the next vertex being put to the dominating set is proportional to the amount of pheromone on it.
The resulting dominating sets are improved using local search, which iteratively excludes redundant vertices from the dominating set. Redundant vertices are vertices, which can directly be excluded so that the resulting set still remains a dominating set. If there are more redundant vertices to exclude, the vertex is chosen randomly or by choosing the vertex with the lowest degree. The probability of choosing the vertex randomly is p r , the lowest degree vertex is chosen otherwise.
At the end of each iteration, ACO-LS evaporates pheromone on each vertex by a multiplicative factor of ρ. Vertices of the smallest dominating set constructed in the current iteration are then reinforced by putting more pheromone on them. The formula that has been used to obtain the updated pheromone value τ for vertices in the best dominating set generated in the current iteration is the following:
This pheromone update rule has originally been used in an ant colony optimisation algorithm for the leaf-constrained minimum spanning tree problem [49] . In this formula, f is the best dominating set size for the current iteration and F is the best dominating set size found so far. In ACO-LS, the values of parameters p 1 and p 2 were p 1 = 1.0 and p 2 = 10.0 [43] . Hence, the vertices used in previously constructed dominating sets will be more likely to occur in the next dominating sets.
Ant colony optimisation with preprocessing and local search (ACO-PP-LS)
for MDS In the application of a similar idea to the minimum weight dominating set problem, a preprocessing phase has been added to a similar algorithm called ACO-PP-LS [44] . This algorithm extended ACO-LS by adding a routine of generating M = 100 maximal independent sets using a greedy algorithm and improving the pheromone values of vertices in these independent sets. These independent sets were constructed by using a list of vertices available for adding to the independent set. In the beginining, a random vertex is added to the independent set. This vertex and its neighbours are then excluded from the list of available vertices. This is process iterated until there are no more vertices available. In ACO-PP-LS, slighly different values of parameters p 1 and p 2 have also been used. These were p 1 = 2.0 and p 2 = 5.0. We will use the original parameterisations of ACO-LS [43] and ACO-PP-LS [44] in our further experimental investigations. It is worth mentioning that algorithms based on ant colony optimisation are popular also in other variants of dominating set problems. A similar approach was proposed for the minimum connected dominating set problem [23] .
Because of the inapproximability barriers mentioned above, one can natu-rally expect that improvements of previous results are dependent on structure of studied graphs. While it can be intractable to provide a significant improvement for an arbitrary graph, for some specific instances this might be possible.
In the following, we will tackle the classical MDS by combining a greedy construction procedure mapping a fixed permutation of vertices to a dominating set with an optimisation routine for this permutation.
Order-based Randomised Local Search for MDS
At this point, we begin with specification of our order-based randomised local search (RLS o ). The idea to use this approach comes from the field of randomised search heuristics theory [36, 37] , in which RLS is studied analytically. Additionally, a similar approach was previously studied in the context of load balancing games [18] . Our RLS o algorithm tackles the problem indirectly by searching for a permutation, for which a greedy algorithm constructs as small dominating set as possible. Solution will be represented by a permutation of vertices. This permutation is used as an input to a greedy mapping algorithm, which guarantees that for some permutation, the optimal dominating set will be constructed. This way, the search for minimum dominating set is transformed into search for an optimal permutation.
We now specify the search space, our mapping algorithms and the objective function. Candidate solution S will be now represented naturally as a set S ⊆ V, since RLS o always works with dominating sets.
Search space
The search space Ω is represented by the set S n of all permutations on n vertices, i.e. Ω = S n .
Mapping of permutations of vertices to dominating sets
For this purpose, RLS o will use a simple greedy algorithm, similar to the classical approximation algorithm. We start with set S = ∅. The algorithm takes vertices in the ordering determined by permutation P. In each iteration i, we test whether the current vertex v i is non-dominated or has any non-dominated neighbours. If v i or any of its neighbours are non-dominated, then we put S = S ∪ {v i }, thus, making v i and all of its neighbours dominated. The algorithm stops when all vertices are dominated, i.e. S is a dominating set.
In Algorithm 1, we present detailed pseudocode of this greedy mapping algorithm. We recall that w(v, S) means the number of non-dominated vertices between v and its neighbours. In steps 1-3, we start with an empty set S and set the initial values of w(v, S) for empty S. Steps 5-11 represent an iterative procedure. In step 6, we take the i-th vertex in the permutation and denote Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm for mapping of a permutation to a dominating set
Steps 7-12 are performed only if v is non-dominated or it has a nondominated neighbour. In step 8, we put v in S. In steps 9-11, we set v and all of its neighbours as dominated. The iterative process terminates if all vertices are dominated.
Mapping of dominating sets to permutations of vertices
Let S be a dominating set. Then, we will construct permutation P from S by putting the vertices in S first in the permutation. Their order can be arbitrary, we will use ordering by vertex indices. The vertices in V\S are put in P in a uniformly random order after the vertices in S.
Consider now how this greedy mapping algorithm behaves when mapping P constructed from S to a resulting dominating set S . The first |S| vertices in P are in S, i.e. they form the dominating set. Let v be the current vertex in P to be processed by the greedy algorithm. Vertex v can be non-dominated or have a non-dominated neighbour at the moment when it is processed by iterating over vertices in P. In this case, v will be added to S . If v and all of its neighbours are already dominated, it means that some previous vertices were sufficient to dominate v and its neighbours. However, these vertices were already in S, i.e. S is not a minimal dominating set and can be improved by excluding v. Therefore, at the moment, when first |S| vertices of P are processed, we will have a dominating set S ⊆ S. As a consequence, if S is the minimum if |S| = γ l 5 return S 6 P = jump(random(2, n), P) 7 construct S from P using the greedy algorithm for mapping of a permutation to a dominating set 8
if |S | ≤ |S| 9 P = P 10 S = S 11 return S dominating set, then a permutation generated by putting the vertices in S first in the permutation must necessarily produce the optimum. Therefore, we can guarantee that there is an optimal permutation for an arbitrary graph.
Objective function Since RLS o operates in the space of dominating sets, the objective will simply be to minimise the cardinality of the dominating set S, i.e. the problem is min |S|.
RLS o will now search for a permutation of vertices, for which the greedy mapping from Algorithm 1 produces as small dominating set as possible. As an elementary move, RLS o will use the jump operator, which works as follows.
Perturbation operator Let j be an integer from {2, 3, ..., n}. Then, perturbation operator jump(j, P), will take the element at position j in permutation P and put it into position 1, i.e. to the front. The elements formerly between positions 1 and j − 1 will then be shifted one position to the right. The returned result is this new permutation.
In Algorithm 2, we present the pseudocode of RLS o . In step 1, we start with a dominating set S constructed by the greedy approximation algorithm. In step 2, we use the mapping of dominating sets to permutations of vertices to create an initial permutation P. Next, we perform an iterative procedure. In steps 4-5, we verify whether S is optimal by checking its size against a lower bound γ l . If no lower bound is provided, one can assume that γ l = 0. In step 6, we perform jump(random(2, n), P), i.e. we take a uniformly random vertex (except the currently first one) and put it to the first position in the permutation to construct P . In step 7, we use the greedy mapping from Algorithm 1 to construct new dominating set S from P . In steps 8-10, P and S are accepted as the new P and S, if S is at least as good as S.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present the experimental results of RLS o and its comparison to ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, as well as the greedy approximation algorithm. In addition, we experiment with our own modification of ACO-LS, an algorithm we denote by ACO-LS-S, which works much better than the original ACO-LS for large sparse graphs.
The idea behind ACO-LS-S is that for large graphs, it is preferable to avoid random walks on complete construction graphs inherently embedded in ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS, even if it means a decrease in numerical performance. This is because O(n 2 ) complexity of a random walk can make the algorithms prohibitively slow for real-world applications in large graphs.
We first present an overview of the experimental settings and structure of the evaluation. In accordance with previous studies on both ACO-LS and hybrid genetic algorithms [20, 43, 44] , we used unit disk graphs as test instances. Next, we present results for random scale-free networks generated by Barabási-Albert (BA) model [1] . Finally, results are presented for a wide spectrum of real-world graphs, including samples from two social network services, graphs studied in network science, as well as several DIMACS graphs. Particular emphasis is put on scalability to large problem instances. An illustration of the relation of our work to graph mining and small-world network properties is also given.
Experimental Settings
We conducted a series of experiments for both unit disk graphs, which were used in previous studies, as well as artificial and real-world complex networks. This will allow a comparison both in settings similar to previous studies [20, 43, 44] and provide a new perspective on experimental algorithms for MDS.
Problem instances
We first performed experiments for randomly generated unit disk graphs, which represent a model of wireless networks. A unit disk graph is an intersection graph, in which vertices correspond to points in a certain area. The points represent omnidirectional antennas and an edge represents that the ranges of two antennas overlap. In our experiments, we will use a square area of size M × M and antennas are placed uniformly at random. An edge is put between two vertices if their distance is at most range. This is equivalent to a setting used by Potluri and Singh [43] .
Next, we present experimental results for BA model, which represents a canonical model of growing scale-free networks [1] . BA model is particularly interesting for our investigations, since it generates networks with power law degree distribution, which is typical for many real-world networks and allows that both number of vertices and their "connectivity" are tuned.
In the largest part of our experiments, we test the algorithms in solving MDS for various types of real-world graphs. These include data obtained from two different social networks -graphs obtained from the publicly available circles data from Google+, and samples of social network Pokec, which has been previously analyzed in large scale [50] . These networks have up to 50000 vertices, i.e. scalability will be a crucial issue. We enhance the benchmark by several networks studied in network science [17, 26, 39, 56] and coappearance networks of classical literary works' characters used in DIMACS graph colouring benchmark [22] .
Algorithms
We reimplemented both the greedy approximation algorithm and ACO-LS. Greedy approximation algorithm will be denoted by GREEDY. Apart from the original variants of ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS, we experimented with our ACO-LS-S modification of the ant-based framework, which allows transitions only between adjacent vertices in our graph. We will shortly see that this leads to an increase in scalability to large graphs.
Ant colony optimisation variant ACO-LS-S
After the first series of preliminary experiments, we discovered that allowing transitions between all pairs of vertices in ACO-LS leads to very high computational demands for large graphs. This is understandable, since such an approach is equivalent to random walks on a complete weighted graph. Each such random walk requires roughly O(n 2 ) time. To overcome this, we designed a slightly modified version of ACO-LS. There are only two differences between ACO-LS and this modification. Firstly, ACO-LS-S allows transitions only between vertices, which are adjacent in the original graph, while ACO-LS allows transitions between all pairs of vertices. Secondly, ACO-LS-S first performs a run of GREEDY and the amount of pheromone value 1000.0 is placed on the vertices in the dominating set constructed by GREEDY. Other vertices have initial pheromone value 10.0 used in ACO-LS.
Parameter values GREEDY was repeated 1000 times for each instance. For ACO-LS, we used the same values of parameters as in the original paper [43] . We used A = 20 constructed dominating sets per iteration, pheromone evaporation rate ρ = 0.985, probability p r = 0.6 of excluding redundant vertices randomly and the initial pheromone value was τ 0 = 10.0. Pheromone update parameters were p 1 = 1.0 and p 2 = 10.0 for ACO-LS. ACO-PP-LS used the same parameter configuration, apart from the pheromone update parameters, which were p 1 = 2.0 and p 2 = 5.0. Parameters of ACO-LS-S were equivalent to those of ACO-LS, except the initial reinforcement of pheromone for vertices used by GREEDY as indicated above. In the cases of ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o , we stopped whenever a lower bound on the size of MDS was reached (the methodology of finding the lower bound is described below) or the algorithm has reached the time limit. Time limits were specific for each series of experiments. All experiments were performed on a machine with Intel Core i7-5960X 3 GHz CPU with 64 GB RAM and a code written in C++, compiled with 32-bit MinGW compiler under Windows 8 with -O3 optimisation option.
In the experiments for real-world graphs, we also include a lower bound for the domination number γ, which has been used as a stopping criterion to verify if optimum has been found. This value is computed as a solution to the linear programming relaxation of MDS. Let S ⊆ V and let x i ∈ {0, 1} be a variable such that vertex x i = 1 if v i ∈ S and x i = 0 otherwise. Then, MDS can be formulated as a minimisation of value ∑ n i=1 x i subject to x i + ∑ {v i ,v j }∈E x j ≥ 1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., n. By relaxing the constraint that x i is binary and assuming that 0 ≤ x i ≤ 1, one obtains a simple linear programming problem that can be solved in polynomial time to provide a very good lower bound. We have used the COIN-OR package [4, 32] to find these lower bounds for each real-world graph.
Results for Unit Disk Graphs
Unit disk graphs were created by putting n points randomly in a square area of size M × M. Values of n equal to 50, 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 were used. For 50, 100 and 250 vertices, we set M = 1000 and for 500, 750 and 1000, we set M = 2000. For each value of n, three different values of range were used. We obtained 10 unit disk graphs using these parameters, for which we computed minimum, maximum and average values for 1000 runs of the GREEDY approximation algorithm for each graph, and average values of dominating set sizes for ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o . Each run of ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o was stopped after 3 minutes. The time limit was chosen as a more fair criterion than maximum number of iterations, since the computational cost of one iteration for RLS o is much lower than for ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS. Additionally, the numbers of dominating sets evaluated by ACO-LS in our experiments consistently exceed 2 × 10 4 . This was the limit used to obtain the original results of ACO-LS [43] , which assures that the comparison presented in this paper is reasonably fair.
In Table 1 , the results of the algorithms are presented. The first column contains the unit disk graph parameters. The next three columns contain results of GREEDY, including minimum, maximum and average dominating set sizes. Results of ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o are presented in the next columns, including the average obtained value and the numbers of evaluated dominating sets (in the cases of ACO-LS and ACO-LS-S, this is the number of dominating sets generated after the LS phase). Best results are highlighted in bold.
One can see that the results of GREEDY lag behind the results of ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o , even when restricted to the best runs. ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS provided very similar results, even though it is worth pointing out that working with a smaller population of ants made ACO-PP-LS perform better than ACO-LS. For smaller unit disk graphs, ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS and RLS o perform comparably well. However, the difference in performance between the ant-based algorithms and RLS o starts to be visible for larger graphs with n ≥ 500, for which RLS o consistently provided better results than alternative approaches. The number of evaluations performed by RLS o within the time limit was also much higher than those by ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS and ACO-LS-S. This is related to the LS subroutine of ACO algorithms, which is used to eliminate redundant vertices in the constructed dominating sets. On the other hand, RLS o constructs the dominating set in a way such that no elimination of redundant vertices is needed, leading to more compact intermediate dominating sets and a more rapid search strategy. This seems to be one of the bottlenecks of the ant-based algorithms. However, it is also worth pointing out that RLS o could potentially be used as a local search subroutine within the framework of ACO. This would likely lead to an algorithm with a very strong tradeoff between performance and scalability.
Results for Scale-free Networks
In addition to unit disk graphs, we used BA model to generate artificial scalefree networks for further experiments. In each time step in BA model, one vertex comes to the network and brings w edges, which are attached preferentially, i.e. probability of attachment to a vertex is proportional to its current degree. For example, in a social network, this rule is interpreted in a way that a person with a higher number of contacts is likely to get even more contacts. Therefore, we used BA model to evaluate how well studied algorithms perform for networks, which follow this rule. The initial graph was simply a path on w vertices. We stopped whenever the resulting graph had n vertices. Hence, a particular instance is defined by parameters n and w. Table 2 presents results obtained for the random scale-free networks. The structure of the table is almost identical to the structure used for unit disk graphs, with first column presenting the pair [n, w], which determines model parameters. Similarly, the results are averaged over 10 instances for the specified parameter values.
Interestingly, ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o seem to exhibit similar specificities, as observed in experiments for unit disk graphs. For smaller instances, ACO-PP-LS and RLS o perform comparably. It seems that RLS o tends to provide better results for instances generated with higher values of w, which are denser graphs with a slightly higher number of triangles [3] .
Additionally, for large instances with 2000 vertices, we observed that ACO-PP-LS performs better than ACO-LS, which is not the case for smaller graphs. ACO-LS-S is able to evaluate more candidate solutions than ACO-LS and ACO-PP-LS. However, this does not translate into a good numerical performance. This unfortunately highlights the fact that the quadratically complex construction routine of ant-based algorithms seems to be crucial for numerical performance on some types of instances. On the other hand, RLS o needs O(m) time to construct a dominating set, where m is the number of edges. This has contributed to the success of RLS o , potentially highlighting its strong role in Table 2 : Experimental results of the studied algorithms for graphs generated by BA model, presenting the average size of dominating set found, as well as the average number of evaluations in thousands performed within the time limit of 3 minutes per run. 
Results for Real-world Graphs
In this section, we present the results of our algorithm for several real-world graphs. We will explore the performance of RLS o , ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and GREEDY for real-world data from social networks Google+ and Pokec, several graphs studied in network science and coappearance networks from DI-MACS graphs.
Similarly to previous experiments, each run of GREEDY was repeated 1000 times and each run of ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o was repeated 10 times. For ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o , we were searching for the smallest dominating set sizes obtained, i.e. the upper bounds for domination numbers computed by each of these algorithms. Time limits for these experiments were higher, since we have tested the algorithms for several larger graphs with up to 50000 vertices. Each run of ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, ACO-LS-S and RLS o was stopped after 60 minutes or when the lower bound for the minimum dominating set size has been reached, computed from the linear programming relaxation of MDS, i.e. an optimum has been found. Table 3 presents results obtained for samples from social networks Google+ and Pokec. These samples have 500, 2000, 10000, 20000 and 50000 vertices, respectively. Table contains complete graphs on tens of thousands of vertices seem to be slowing the algorithms down significantly. Hence, these algorithms compute only several first solutions, which leads to results with rather low quality. ACO-LS-S performed better for large graphs, since this algorithm performs random walk only on the original sparse graph. However, ACO-LS-S still performed the LS subroutine eliminating the redundant vertices, which suggests that the bottleneck of ant-based algorithms is in the random walk on the construction graph. It is worth acknowledging that this is partly affected by implementation techniques. However, O(n 2 ) complexity of the construction seems to be unavoidable if transitions between non-adjacent vertices should be allowed. RLS o starts directly with the solution generated by GREEDY, i.e. it both preserves the logarithmic approximation ratio and potentially improves the initial solution. Similarly to previous results, difference between the quality of solutions obtained by RLS o and other algorithms becomes more pronounced for larger graphs. Interestingly, the largest drop in dominating set size was from 4817 obtained by GREEDY to 4589 obtained by RLS o for a sample of a network of 50000 vertices from Google+. An improvement from 2761 to 2716 was also obtained for a sample of 50000 vertices from Pokec. This indicates that local search process of RLS o is well suited for finding small dominating sets in very large real-world graphs. It is also worth noting that even though ACO-LS-S seems to provide much better results than ACO-LS for this type of graphs, RLS o performed better than ACO-LS-S for large graphs gplus_10000, gplus_20000, gplus_50000 and pokec_50000. In addition, the results provided by RLS o were close to the lower bounds, which seems to be encouraging for its use to solve large-scale instances of MDS, as well as its use in hybrid algorithm design. Next, we performed experiments for graphs studied in network science. These include an adjective-noun adjacency network adjnoun [39] , American college football league network f ootball [17] , coappearance network lesmis for Les Miserables [26] , collaboration network netscience for network science [39] , network zachary of friendships in a karate club [56] , condensed matter collaboration networks cond − mat, cond − mat − 2003 and cond − mat − 2005 [38] , high energy theory collaboration network hep − th [38] , US power grid network power [54] , as well as a a snapshot of the Internet on the level of autonomous systems as − 22july06 and a network polbooks of Krebs' political books. Data also include results for coappearance networks from DIMACS graphs [22] . These are coappearance networks anna for Anna Karenina, david for David Copperfield, huck for Huckleberry Finn and homer for Iliad and Odyssey. The obtained results are presented in Table 4 in a structure identical to Table 3 .
Consistently with previous results, the algorithms perform comparably for small graphs. GREEDY produced the best results for 8 networks. ACO-LS, ACO-PP-LS, and ACO-LS-S clearly perform better than GREEDY for small graphs, leading to the best results for 12 networks. Interestingly, ACO-LS-S performs comparably to RLS o also for the Internet snapshot as − 22july06. For large collaboration networks astro − ph, cond − mat, cond − mat − 2003, cond − mat − 2005, hep − th and the network power, scalability seems to play the crucial role. RLS o clearly outperforms the other approaches for these instances, while maintaining its performance for small graphs, leading to the best results obtained for all 19 networks.
It seems there are multiple aspects, which make RLS o successful for largescale instances. In addition to the O(m) complexity of one iteration, where m is the number of edges, it seems that jump operator is able to achieve large changes in the solution structure, since a vertex is moved to the first position in the permutation. Additionally, RLS o excludes currently redundant vertices directly during the construction using the greedy mapping algorithm. Recalling the structure of Algorithm 1, the formulation of step 7 ensures that a vertex is added to the dominating set only if it is non-dominated or it has at least one non-dominated neighbour. This way, RLS o effectively avoids the need for a consequent elimination of redundant vertices, while keeping the construction process efficient for sparse graphs.
Application in Graph Mining and Discussion
In the previous investigations, we demonstrated that RLS o is a suitable algorithm for finding small dominating sets in large graphs, including real-world complex networks. In order to study these results in a more applied context, we now discuss the application of small dominating sets in graph mining.
Graph mining is an area focused on study of large-scale real-world graphs, their typical structure and design of algorithms for knowledge discovery in these graphs [6, 10] . Graph clustering and community detection problems are among the most widely studied topics in this area, as well as in contemporary computer science [14, 17, 19, 28, 29, 41, 42, 47] . On the other hand, there is a large spectrum of possible definitions of clusters, communities and evaluation criteria for quality of these structures [29, 47] . Therefore, we briefly present a more unified view on these methods and their similarity to this research.
One of the most classical approaches to model network communities is the k-medoids problem [25, 40] , in which one searches for k medoids such that partitioning the vertices around the closest medoids gives minimum possible distance within the clusters. While in k-medoids, one aims to minimise the distance while number of clusters is fixed, dominating set tackles the problem by minimising the number of clusters while distance to a vertex of the dom- inating set is at most 1. This formulation reminds one of the small world properties of many real-world networks [53] . On the other hand, dominating set algorithms have also found their applications in clustering of real-world networked data. This includes clustering of mobile ad-hoc networks [21] , as well as clustering algorithms for small satellite networks [45] . Social, information or biological network clustering seems to represent another interesting perspective. Figure 2 depicts the dominating sets found by RLS o and the corresponding clusters in dominance drawings for a unit disk graph (on the left-hand side) and a scale-free network (on the right-hand side). The unit disk graph was generated for 1000 vertices with range = 150 and grid size 2000 × 2000. RLS o was able to find a dominating set with 68 vertices, while ACO-LS found a dominating set with 71 vertices. The right-hand side of Figure 2 presents a similar result for scale-free network generated by BA model on 1000 vertices with w = 4 incoming edges per vertex. RLS o found a dominating set of size 104, while ACO-LS used 107 vertices to form a dominating set. Both for unit disk graphs and scale-free networks, RLS o seems to lead to a slightly more compact representation of the network than alternative approaches. In Figure 3 , we illustrate the dominating sets for samples from Google+ and Pokec with 500 vertices. The sample from Google+ is sparser, since it is created from publicly available connections. For both graphs, dominating sets seem to reveal the community structure reliably. These communities are tightly partitioned around the dominating set vertices, with each community member being adjacent to the corresponding member of the dominating set.
These results indicate that small dominating sets might be suitable as a representation of community structure for different types of graphs. If the network is a small world, dominating set will generally be a solid choice for the clustering problem. In addition, if the network is large, RLS o will be a good choice of a scalable heuristic to compute a small dominating set.
Conclusions
We proposed an order-based randomised local search (RLS o ) algorithm for minimum dominating set problem. Evaluation of RLS o was carried out for unit disk graphs, scale-free networks generated by Barabási-Albert model, as well as real-world graphs including samples of two social networks and graphs studied in the field of network science.
Experimental results indicate that RLS o performs better than a classical approximation algorithm for the problem, as well as hybrid heuristics based on ant colony optimisation and local search (ACO-LS) and ant colony optimisation with preprocessing and local search (ACO-PP-LS). Additionally, the difference in results obtained by RLS o and other algorithms seems to become more pronounced for large graphs, which indicates that RLS o is a suitable approach to solve large-scale instances of the problem. As another result, we also designed a simple modification of ACO-LS, which avoids random walks on complete construction graphs, making it better scalable to solve large-scale problems. However, RLS o is the algorithm, which produced the best results in our experimental study.
In this context, interesting open problems include theoretical analysis of behaviour of RLS o and the ant-based algorithms. Although it seems that one cannot expect better than logarithmic approximation ratio for scale-free networks [16] , interesting results might still be obtainable for special cases of graphs, which are interesting for real-world applications. Additionally, tighter lower bounds for minimum dominating set size in large real-world graphs should be of a high interest.
Last but not least, illustration of the application of our approach in graph mining opens its possible use in application areas, particularly in large social and information networks. Partitioning of the network around dominating set vertices leads to clusters, for which it holds that every vertex is in distance to a vertex of the dominating set, which is at most 1. Therefore, RLS o should be interesting for applications, which require a fast and highly scalable technique and for which the corresponding network exhibits small-world properties.
